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The suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) of the anterior hypo- 
thalamus (AH) is a circadian oscillator and an important 
component of the mammalian circadian system. To deter- 
mine whether the SCN is the dominant circadian pacemak- 
er responsible for generating a species-typical character- 
istic of circadian rhythms [i.e., period length (T)], neural 
transplantation was conducted using fetal AH donors of 
different species and SCN-lesioned (SCNx) hosts. The cir- 
cadian behavior of each of the three donor species is clear- 
ly distinguishable by its species-typical T. The extent of 
SCN pacemaker autonomy was assessed by noting wheth- 
er the period of the restored circadian rhythm following 
heterograft transplantation was characteristic of the donor 
or the host, or whether an atypical circadian period was 
established. (Hamsters rendered arhythmic by SCN ablation 
were implanted with AH tissue from fetal hamsters (E13- 
E14, homograft controls) or fetal mice or rats (El+E17). 
The AH homografts restored circadian activity rhythms 
with a 7 similar to that of intact hamsters, and fetal mouse 
AH heterografts restored circadian rhythmicity with a 7 
similar to that of the donor mouse strain. However, fetal rat 
AH tissue implanted into SCNx hamsters renewed circadi- 
an rhythmicity with a period significantly shorter than ei- 
ther the species-typical 7 of the rat donor or the hamster 
host. 

In both the mouse and rat AH heterograft experiments, 
immunocytochemical analysis performed with species- 
specific monoclonal antibodies revealed extensive fiber 
outgrowth from the implant into the host hypothalamus, 
evident up to 7 months postimplantation. The rat implants 
were consistently larger, more fully vascularized and ex- 
hibited less necrosis than the implanted mouse tissue. The 
histological appearance of the grafts, thus, provides no ex- 
planation for the difference in efficacy of the grafts to re- 
store species-typical behavior. However, several interpre- 
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tations are considered that are consistent with the com- 
bined behavioral results observed. 

[Key words: circadian rhythms, suprachiasmatic nucle- 
us, heterografts, homografis, neural transplantation, fiber 
outgrowth] 

The suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) of the anterior hypothala- 
mus (AH) is a critical component of the mammalian circadian 
system. The initial studies of Stephan and Zucker (1972) dem- 
onstrating the disruption of circadian rhythmicity following SCN 
ablation in the rat have been confirmed in other rodent species 
and in primates (Moore and Klein, 1974; Rusak, 1977; Reppert 
et al., 1981; Dark et al., 1985; Gerkema et al., 1990; Cohen and 
Albers, 1991; Schwartz and Zimmerman, 1991). Numerous oth- 
er lines of investigation have provided compelling support for 
the hypothesis that the SCN is a circadian oscillator (see Turek, 
1985; Meijer and Rietveld, 1989). More recently, several labo- 
ratories have shown that transplanted fetal or neonatal AH tissue 
containing the SCN is capable of restoring a circadian rhythm 
of activity to rodents rendered arhythmic by SCN destruction 
(Sawaki et al., 1984; Lehman et al., 1987; DeCoursey and Bug- 
gy, 1988; Ralph et al., 1990; Boer and Griffioen, 1990; Saitoh 
et al., 1991). The success of these experiments has offered an 
opportunity to gain insight into the extent to which the oscillator 
located in the SCN is responsible for generating a fundamental 
characteristic of circadian behavior, i.e., the species- or strain- 
typical T (7 spec,eJ first noted by Pittendrigh and Daan (1976). 

Simple restoration of rhythmicity to an arhythmic host by im- 
plantation of putative oscillatory tissue is not sufficient to estab- 
lish the donor tissue as a circadian pacemaker or even as a cir- 
cadian oscillator. Rather than having an oscillatory capacity, the 
transplanted tissue may merely play a permissive role allowing 
a host circadian oscillator to be expressed. Hamster homograft 
experiments have, indeed, resulted in an apparent conservation 
of ~species (Lehman et al., 1987; DeCoursey and Buggy, 1988), 
while rat homograft experiments have done so inconsistently 
(Sawaki et al., 1984; Boer and Griffioen, 1990; Griffioen et al., 
1993). Yet while homograft experiments have provided useful 
information about the necessity of the SCN for the expression 
of circadian rhythmicity, they are unable to address the capacity 
of the SCN to generate and/or determine the resultant species- 
typical circadian period. Because the host and donor have the 
same besy the resultant behavior can be ascribed to either the 
donor or host. It is, therefore, essential that a primary charac- 
teristic of the donor circadian rhythm (such as period or phase) 
be transferred and subsequently identified in the restored circa- 
dian activity of the host (Zimmerman and Menaker, 1979). 

Moreover, in determining pacemaker function (i.e., in estab- 
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lishing that the implanted tissue contains either an autonomous 
or even a hierarchically dominant oscillator), the transference of 
period alone is an insufficient measure in homograft or allograft 
preparations. In his seminal work using transplantation methods 
to identify the locus of the cockroach circadian pacemaker, Page 
(1982) was able to identify donor-typical periods following optic 
lobe transplantation between individuals raised under different 
lighting conditions. However, a second experiment was neces- 
sary to establish that the optic lobes were, in fact, the site of the 
circadian pacemaker in the cockroach. In the cockroach, a neural 
connection between the optic lobe(s) and the midbrain is re- 
quired for the expression of circadian rhythmicity (Page, 1978). 
Considering the possibility that only the optic lobe component 
of the cockroach circadian system was effected by the lighting 
conditions under which the animals were raised, Page had un- 
dertaken the additional step of specific cooling of the midbrain 
to shift the potential oscillator in that structure. The observation 
that this manipulation had no effect on overt rhythmicity (Page, 
1981), taken together with the results of the transplantation ex- 
periments, provided the compelling evidence that the pacemaker 
was located within the optic lobe itself. 

Thus, because the rest of the host brain in the cockroach trans- 
plantation experiments was not necessarily different (even 
though the periods expressed by the intact animals were mark- 
edly different), the transplantation technique could identify a hi- 
erarchically dominant oscillator or circadian pacemaker in the 
optic lobes only after the potential contribution of the rest of the 
brain was thoroughly removed. However, transplantation of neu- 
ral tissue from one donor species into a host of a different spe- 
cies offers a paradigm in which the hosts are necessarily differ- 
ent if the donor and host have behaviors that can be reliably 
identified as species specific. Thus, in determining the locus re- 
sponsible for generating the differences between species-typical 
TS, the SCN-lesioned hamster CNS is inherently different from 
the milieu usually encountered by the anterior hypothalamic os- 
cillator of the mouse or the rat. 

The use of cross-species transplantation opens a variety of 
new approaches to questions not readily accessible through other 
methods. Balaban and colleagues (1988) were the first to use 
the neural heterograft technique successfully to examine the 
transference of species-typical behavior; quail donor-chick host 
chimeras, which had received quail mesencephalic and dience- 
phalic primordium, demonstrated quail-typical crowing behav- 
ior. Moreover, unlike the use of homografts, cross-species neural 
implants can exploit the full potential of transplantation tech- 
niques for investigating the neural regulation of behavior 
through unambiguous demonstration of graft/host integration 
concomitant with donor-derived recovery of function (Klassen 
and Lund, 1988; Saitoh et al., 1991; Wictorin et al., 1991; Sol- 
lars and Pickard, 1993, 1994). 

To determine the direct relationship between restored circa- 
dian behavior attributable specifically to the donor tissue, and 
additionally to describe the full extent of donor integration with 
the host, heterografts of AH tissue were conducted. The use of 
donors from three rodent species with significantly different spe- 
cies-typical TS, makes it possible to determine the extent to 
which this region alone is responsible for generating the species 
differences in the circadian period of wheel-running behavior. 
Moreover, the availability of species-specific antibodies provides 
a means of examining the full extent to which the implant es- 
tablishes neuronal integration with the host. 

Materials and Methods 

Three series of fetal anterior hypothalamic transplantation experiments 
were conducted. Male hamsters (Mesocricetus auratus), received from 
Charles River Laboratories [LAK:LVG (SYR)] at 6 weeks of age served 
as transplant tissue recipients in all experiments. Hamsters were housed 
individually in cages equipped with running wheels in light-tight, ven- 
tilated chambers (six cages/chamber) with food and water freely avail- 
able. Wheel-running activity was recorded on Esterline 20-channel 
event recorders throughout the experiments as previously described 
(Pickard et al., 1987). All animals were maintained in constant illumi- 
nation conditions consisting of either constant dark (DD), constant dim 
red light (RR) (approximately 1 lux), or constant light (LL) (approxi- 
mately 10 lux). After recording baseline wheel-running activity, bilat- 
eral radiofrequency lesions were aimed at the SCN of each hamster as 
previously described (Sollars and Pickard, 1993). Animals demonstrat- 
ing several weeks of disrupted circadian activity rhythms were implant- 
ed with fetal AH tissue from (1) fetal hamster donors (E13-E14, ham- 
ster homografts), (2) fetal mouse donors (E15-E17, C57BL/6J mouse 
heterografts), or (3) fetal rat donors (E15-E17, Sprague-Dawley rat 
heterografts). 

Implantation surgery was performed as previously described (Sollars 
and Pickard, 1993). Briefly, pregnant animals were decapitated and fe- 
tuses removed by Caesarean section. Each fetus in its amniotic sac and 
with the placenta still attached was placed in a chilled, sterile buffered 
salt solution. When all of the fetuses were removed, the first host ham- 
ster was positioned in a Kopf stereotaxic apparatus. After the skull was 
exposed, a Wiretrol micropipette was positioned over one of the holes 
previously drilled for the lesion electrode and the hole was reopened. 
At this point, one or two fetuses were removed from the culture medium 
and decapitated. The brain of each fetus was removed and placed in 
sterile culture medium. Tissue for implantation was dissected from the 
base of the brain by four angled microincisions placed through the optic 
chiasm, rostra1 to the median eminence, and through the lateral tuberal 
region on each side. This yielded a pyramidal piece of hypothalamic 
tissue with a base approximately l-l .5 mm on a side. (Control preoptic 
area tissue, lacking the SCN, was dissected to be of similar size, but 
the caudal-most incision was through the optic chiasm.) The block(s) 
of tissue for implantation were then transferred to fresh, sterile culture 
medium, drawn up into a sterile glass micropipette, stereotaxically low- 
ered, and injected into the third ventricle of the host brain. The micro- 
pipette was left in place for 1 min, and was then slowly retracted with 
slight positive pressure on the syringe plunger to minimize the move- 
ment of the implant up the micropipette track. The time that elapsed 
between an individual donor’s removal from the uterus and its tissue 
implantation was never greater than 90 min. Typically, five hosts re- 
ceived implants from one litter. 

Immediately after surgery, each heterograft host received an intra- 
peritoneal injection of cyclosporin A (CsA, Sandimmune, Sandoz Phar- 
maceutical, 10 mg/kg). Daily injections were administered for up to 10 
d at irregular clock times to minimize the possible synchronizing effects 
of the injections. Although the full benefits of CsA are not obtained 
unless it is administered throughout the expected survival time, the 
injections were sufficiently noxious to cause a suppression of wheel- 
running behavior in the hamster. Therefore, the injections were stopped 
after 10 d, or less for any individual animal whose recovery appeared 
to be in jeopardy (as judged by lethargy and low water intake). Al- 
though all of the animals recovered from the surgery itself, one animal 
died within 1 week of the implantation. Following implantation, the 
wheel-running activity of all animals was monitored continuously for a 
period ranging from 6 to approximately 30 weeks. 

Behavioral data analysis was conducted using a computer-based 
quantification system developed in our laboratory. Using a Bioquant 
and Optimas image processing system integrated with an IBM PS/2 5OZ 
computer, unfiltered wheel-running activity records were digitized in 3 
min bins and stored. The record for each animal was then analyzed for 
the presence of periodicity, and T was determined, according to the x2 
periodogram method of Sokolove and Bushel1 (1978). In order to ana- 
lyze the continuous record (several months of data), sequential evalu- 
ations were made of the periodicity within 21 d intervals, advancing in 
7 d increments. The overlapping evaluations demonstrated the emer- 
gence of rhythmicity and gave an assessment of the duration of any 
rhythms that emerged at irregular intervals following the implantation. 

When applying the x2 analysis to circadian rhythms, Sokolove and 
Bushel1 (1978) describe two types of error [i.e., misidentification of a 
peak as significant (type I), and failure to identify a significant periodic 
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component (type II)], which tend to be inversely present in a given 
application. However, according to one of the authors (Sokolove, per- 
sonal communication), the most prevalent error arising when the x2 
periodogram analysis is applied to real data is the type I error. As a 
result, significant periodicity was recognized in the current analysis only 
when it reached a level of significance of p < 10-6. It should be noted 
that the Q, values (indicating the strength of the periodicity) for intact 
rhythms are typically greater than 200, whereas the critical value for (Y 
= 10m6 for circadian periods is approximately 70, and each order of 
magnitude change in a varies the critical value by approximately 6 
units. Furthermore, a stable restoration of rhythmicity was recognized 
only when significant periodicity was evident for at least two consec- 
utive 21-d intervals, and the measured values for r did not differ by 
more than 0.50 hr. 

For each animal demonstrating significant peaks of restored rhythm- 
icity, the average period over the course of the experiment was used as 
the value for the restored period for the individual. Values grouped 
according to donor species were compared both to the values for intact 
control animals of the same species and of the host species, and to the 
values for the grafts of the other donor species. The data were analyzed 
for statistical significance with an analysis of variance (ANOVA). Post 
hoc analysis was performed using Duncan’s multiple range tests with 
harmonic means. The Bonferroni adjustment for multiple comparisons 
was applied, and an overall experimental alpha level of no greater than 
0.05 was preserved. 

At the termination of behavioral data collection, all animals received 
bilateral intraocular injections of horseradish peroxidase (HRP) or HRP 
conjugated to cholera toxin P-subunit (CT-HRP) generously provided 
by Dr. Richard Miselis, University of Pennsylvania. Tissue was prepared 
for both HRP histochemistry and immunocytochemical analysis. His- 
tochemical demonstration of anterogradely transported HRP in retinal 
terminals over the SCN region was performed as described previously 
(Pickard and Silverman, 1981) except that 4% paraformaldehyde was 
used as the fixative for compatibility with immunocytochemistry. Anal- 
ysis of CT-HRP labeling of the RHT in intact animals demonstrated 
that this fixative resulted in no substantial diminution in label in the 
SCN. Outgrowth of heterograft neuronal processes into the host hypo- 
thalamic neuropil was demonstrated immunocytochemically using spe- 
cies-specific monoclonal antibodies. M-6, a monoclonal antibody spe- 
cific for a surface glycoprotein on mouse neurons (Lund et al., 1985) 
was generously supplied by Dr. Carl Lagenaur, University of Pittsburgh. 
RM0108, a monoclonal antibody generated against rat neurofilament 
(Lee et al., 1987) that recognizes both rat and mouse but not hamster 
neural tissue, was kindly supplied by Dr. Virginia Lee, University of 
Pennsylvania. Immunocytochemical analysis on alternate 24 pm coro- 
nal sections cut on a cryostat was conducted as described previously 
(Sollars and Pickard, 1993). 

Results 

Hamster homografts 
Bilateral lesions aimed at the SCN were conducted in 18 ham- 
sters maintained in wheel-running cages in dim RR conditions 
throughout the experiment. Six animals remained rhythmic fol- 
lowing the lesioning and were removed from the study. Lesions 
aimed at the SCN in the remaining 12 animals resulted in the 
disruption of circadian wheel-running activity in all animals 
(Fig. 1). These animals received AH homografts from fetal do- 
nors approximately 6 weeks after SCN lesioning. Following the 
fetal AH implantation surgery, animals’ wheel-running behavior 
was monitored for an additional 14 weeks. At that time, each 
animal received binocular injections of CT-HRP and every third 
section through the hypothalamus was processed for HRP his- 
tochemistry. 

Of the 12 implanted animals, SCN lesion evaluation, aided by 
CT-HRP histochemical analysis of anterogradely labeled reti- 
nohypothalamic fibers and terminals, indicated complete SCN 
destruction in all 12 animals. Ten of these animals demonstrated 
a restoration of circadian rhythmicity, which was evident ap- 
proximately 2-5 weeks after implantation surgery (Fig. 1). In 
some animals, the restored rhythm became apparent somewhat 

abruptly (Fig. la), whereas in others, rhythmicity was manifest 
more gradually (Fig. lb). 

The average period of the restored circadian rhythm, based 
on periodogram analysis, was 24.01 ? 0.06 hr (mean 2 SEM, 
IZ = lo), which was not significantly different from the mean 
period of a group of intact control hamsters maintained in DD 
for several weeks (24.07 If: 0.01 hr, n = 11; p > 0.5). A three- 
dimensional display of the quantitative periodogram analysis of 
the behavioral data presented in Figure lb, is illustrated in Fig- 
ure 2. Peaks that emerge above the superimposed plane meet 
the established criterion for statistical significance as described 
above. The statistical display demonstrates an initial periodicity 
in the circadian range (7 = 24.05 hr) followed by several weeks 
postlesioning, during which no significant periodicity is evident. 
This arhythmic period is followed by the reestablishment of 
strong circadian periodicity following fetal AH implantation 
(mean T = 24.16 hr over weeks = 10-22, Fig. 2). 

Histological examination revealed that all of the implanted 
hamsters had large, well-vascularized grafts in the third ventricle 
which, in some cases, was filled by the implant. Neither of the 
ineffective implants was grossly discernable histologically from 
those that were effective in restoring behavioral rhythmicity, and 
both were positioned in the third ventricle near the site of the 
lesion. All of the implants had regions in which the ependymal 
lining of the host third ventricle was not evident; in these regions 
the implant seemed to merge directly with the host brain. A cell- 
poor region was also a characteristic element in most of the areas 
in which the graft/host interface was not defined by the ventric- 
ular wall -and may indicate the limit of the graft cell bodies in 
these areas. Graft/host interconnections were not further assessed 
in the homografts due to the inherent difficulty in distinguishing 
implant derived fibers from those of the host. Graft/host inte- 
gration is addressed below in the AH heterografts. 

Mouse heterografts 

A series of three mouse-to-hamster heterograft experiments were 
conducted with illumination conditions and analyses varying 
slightly among experiments. In the first experiment (n = 47), 
hamsters in wheel-running cages were maintained throughout 
under dim LL (10 lux) conditions and all animals were implant- 
ed with fetal mouse AH tissue. In the second (n = 30) and third 
(n = 5) experiments, hamsters were housed throughout in dim 
RR (1 lux) and animals not rendered arhythmic by the lesions 
aimed at the SCN were removed from the study. In the first and 
second experiments, each SCN-lesioned animal received a single 
fetal mouse AH implant and the M-6 mouse-specific monoclonal 
antibody was used for immunocytochemical evaluation of im- 
plant outgrowth. In the third experiment, each SCN-lesioned 
hamster received fetal AH tissue taken from multiple donors and 
the RM0108 monoclonal antibody was used for immunocyto- 
chemical analysis. The results described below are a compilation 
of the three independent experiments and are summarized in 
Figure 3. 

Wheel-running activity was recorded in 82 hamsters: 69 re- 
ceived lesions aimed at the SCN and 13 served as unlesioned 
controls. Of the 69 SCNx animals, 47 were implanted with fetal 
mouse AH tissue, 10 received fetal mouse preoptic area im- 
plants, and 12 were removed from the study after SCN-lesioning 
failed to abolish the circadian activity rhythm. One of the AH- 
implanted animals died prior to histological evaluation; this an- 
imal’s behavioral data were not included in the analysis. Lesion 
assessment in the 46 arhythmic AH-implanted hosts, aided by 
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Figure I. Wheel-running activity records for two hamsters bearing AH homografts. Animals were maintained in constant dim red light conditions 
throughout the experiment. On the day indicated by SCN-X, each animal received bilateral lesions that completely ablated the SCN. Approximately 
6 weeks after SCN lesioning, each hamster received an AH transplant (T) from a fetal hamster donor. A restored circadian pattern of wheel-running 
activity is evident in both animals; restored rhythmicity is apparent approximately 10 d after AH implantation in one animal (a), whereas it appears 
more gradually in the other (b). The mean period of the steady-state circadian rhythm in each case was hamster-typical (a = 24.08 hr and b = 
24.16 hr). Activity records are double plotted for ease of visual inspection. 

HRP histochemical detection of labeled retinal terminals in the from quantitative periodogram analysis; Figure 6 provides a dis- 
host SCN, revealed 22 to have complete SCN destruction. The play of the periodogram analysis of the behavior illustrated in 
behavioral data of any animal with remnant host SCN were not Figure 5. The efficacy of viable mouse heterografts in restoring 
included in the analysis of the restored periodicity, even if the rhythmicity to SCNx hamster hosts was 60% (9/15), somewhat 
behavioral patterns prior to the implant surgeries were deter- less than the efficacy of the hamster homografts conducted in 
mined to be completely arhythmic. This exclusion was necessary our laboratory (83%; 1002). However, the overall success rate 
in order to attribute the restored rhythmicity to the implanted of mouse heterograft rhythm restoration was only 40% (9/22), a 
tissue alone. difference accounted for by graft rejection. 

Fifteen of the 22 complete SCNx animals were judged to have The emergence of restoration of the circadian wheel-running 
viable mouse implants at the termination of the experiment; 9 activity in the mouse heterografts was slightly delayed compared 
of these animals demonstrated restoration of circadian rhythm- to the hamster homografts. Restored circadian activity in mouse 
icity (Figs. 4, 5). The mean period of the restored circadian heterografts became evident 2-l 2 weeks postimplantation, 
activity rhythms of hamsters bearing mouse AH implants was whereas hamster homografts restored rhythmicity within 5 
23.47 hr, similar to the T,,~ of a group of 23 intact C57BW6J weeks in all 10 cases. Restored heterograft rhythms could, nev- 
mice whose wheel-running behavior was monitored over 6-8 ertheless, be quite stable, as evident in Figure 4; the renewed 
weeks in constant dark (23.47 f 0.08, n = 9 vs 23.43 + 0.02, rhythm in this case was still unmistakable 7 months after the 
n = 23; p > 0.5). The mean T for each animal was determined fetal mouse AH tissue was transplanted into the hamster host. 
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Figure 2. A three-dimensional display of a x’ periodogram analysis 
of the wheel-running activity data of the hamster bearing an AH ho- 
mograft illustrated in Figure lb. Sequential evaluations were made of 
periodicity within 21 d intervals, advancing in 7 d increments. Robust 
periodicity is reflected by large amplitude peaks, plotted as power (up- 
per pane/). Peaks emerging above the superimposed plane indicate sig- 
nificant peaks atp < 1 X 1O-6 (Zowerpanel). The initial peak indicating 
periodicity in the circadian range prior to SCN lesioning (T = 24.05 hr) 
appears truncated because only 10 d of prelesion data were collected 
and disappears following SCN destruction. A highly significant peak (T 
= 24.16 hr) reappears following AH transplantation, and persists until 
the termination of the experiment, indicating restored behavioral 
rhythmicity. For details, see Materials and Methods. 

The SCN-lesioned hamsters that received fetal preoptic area 
implants as a control for the specificity of AH implants in 
rhythm restoration (11 = 10) remained arhythmic to the termi- 
nation of the experiment 10 weeks following implantation. In 
addition, there was no change in the activity of any of the un- 
lesioned hamsters (it = 13) that received fetal mouse AH tissue 
implanted into the third ventricle, other than an occasional short- 
ening of T (5-24 min in 5/13 animals) immediately following 
the implantation surgery. This was interpreted to have been the 
result of physical damage to the SCN during the implantation 
procedure, since there was no correlation between a slight 

9 SW-X *lo peopuc area lnpbnts 
1 7 AH 24 SCN + A 0 m-@rnt _ 

Figure 3. Summary of mouse AH heterografts. Of 69 SCN-lesioned 
hamsters, 47 received fetal mouse AH implants. Histological analysis 
indicated that 22 of these hamsters had complete SCN destruction 
(SW-), whereas 24 had at least some host SCN remaining (SClv+); 
these latter animals were not considered further in the analysis. Fifteen 
of the 22 (SCN-) animals contained viable mouse implants at the ter- 
mination of behavioral data collection. Of these 15 animals, 9 demon- 
strated restored circadian rhythmicity as determined by x2 analysis. 

change in period and the presence of an implant in the host at 
the termination of the experiment. 

Mouse AH implants in the hamster third ventricle and fiber 
outgrowth into the adjacent hypothalamic neuropil were clearly 
identified immunocytochemically in experiments 1 and 2 with 
the M-6 monoclonal antibody that recognizes a cell surface gly- 
coprotein found on neurons of the mouse CNS (Lund et al., 
1985). The implants were intensely stained (Fig. 7) and immu- 
nopositive fibers were evident leaving the implant and coursing 
in a ventrolateral direction through the host. The photomicro- 
graph presented in Figure 8a is of the implant of the animal with 
a restored activity rhythm illustrated in Figure 5. This AH het- 
erograft from experiment 3 has been stained immunopositive 
with the RMOlO8 monoclonal antibody that recognizes mouse 
(and rat) but not hamster neurons (see Sollars and Pickard, 
1993). The implant in the third ventricle is intensely stained and 
several fibers that emerged from the implant rostra1 to the plane 
of this section are apparent, coursing through the periventricular 
zone of the host hypothalamus parallel to the implant. The extent 
of impl’ant/host integration diminished rapidly with distance 
from the implant. No apparent difference was discernable in the 
pattern of implant-to-host integration between implants that did 
(n = 9) and those that did not (n = 6) restore circadian activity 
to hamsters with complete SCN ablation. 

Rat heterografts 

Two independent rat-to-hamster heterograft experiments were 
performed. The first (n = 7 SCN-lesioned animals) was con- 
ducted under LL,, lighting conditions. In the second experiment, 
60 hamsters received lesions aimed at the SCN and were main- 
tained in dim RR conditions throughout. In the following de- 
scription of the rat heterograft findings, the results for the two 
experiments have been combined and are summarized in Figure 
9. Five to seven weeks after SCN lesioning, animals demonstrat- 
ing disrupted circadian activity rhythms (n = 45) received rat 
AH heterografts from either a single donor (n = 20, including 
all animals in experiment 1) or two donors (n = 25). Five 
months after implantation, animals were injected binocularly 
with HRP (experiment 1) or CT-HRP (experiment 2). Tissue was 
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Figure 4. Wheel-running activity record for a hamster bearing a 
mouse AH heterograft. The hamster was maintained in constant dim 

processed for HRP histochemistry and immunocytochemical 
analysis. Implant integration with the host was evaluated using 
the RM0108 monoclonal antibody that recognizes rat (and 
mouse) but not hamster nervous tissue. 

SCN lesion evaluation, aided by the analysis of labeled retinal 
processes at the site of the lesion, indicated that 34 of the 45 
hamsters that had received rat AH implants also had complete 
SCN destruction. Of these animals, 29 had viable rat grafts in 
the third ventricle and 17 of these animals had exhibited a res- 
toration of circadian rhythmicity (see Figs. 10, 12). The mean T 
of the restored circadian rhythms observed in the rat-to-hamster 
experiments was 23.60 f 0.07 (n = 17). The emergence of 
restored rhythmicity for rat AH heterografts tended to occur 
slightly later than that for mouse AH heterografts, although some 
restored rhythms were evident within 2 weeks of the AH trans- 
plantation and the range of onsets (2-13 weeks postimplanta- 
tion) was overlapping with that of the mouse heterografts. A 
three-dimensional display of the periodogram analysis of the be- 
havioral data illustrated in Figure lOa is presented in, Figure 11. 

The mean r of the circadian rhythms restored following rat 
AH transplantation (23.60 rt 0.07; n = 17) is significantly dif- 
ferent from the mean T of intact rats maintained in DD condi- 
tions for several weeks (24.34 ? 0.04; n = 12, p < 0.005). The 
T of rat heterograft restorations also differs significantly from 
the restored period expressed in the hamster homograft experi- 
ment (23.60 rt 0.07 vs 24.01 + 0.06, p < 0.02). However, it 
does not differ significantly from the period restored by the 
mouse heterografts (23.60 + 0.07 vs 23.47 ? 0.08, p > 0.5; 
compare Figs. 4, 5 with Fig. lOa,b). It is interesting to note, 
however, that a single rat AH heterograft did restore rhythmicity 
to the SCN-lesioned hamster with a r approximating that of the 
intact control group; the mean period length of the restored 
rhythm in this case was 24.24 hr (Fig. 12). The implant for this 
animal was among the larger implants observed, measuring over 
600 Km in its mediolateral extent, and its greatest volume was 
situated caudally in the host brain, near the arcuate nucleus, but 
in neither of these respects was it unique among the rat AH 
implants. Thus, we found no anatomically based explanation for 
the behavioral difference observed in this individual case. Table 
1 summarizes all the behavioral restorations. 

The overall success rate of restorations by rat heterografts in 
complete SCN-lesioned hamsters was 50% (17/34; Fig. 9), 
slightly greater than the 40% success rate of mouse heterografts 
(9/22; Fig. 3). However, the viability of rat heterografts (inde- 
pendent of host SCN status) was also slightly greater than that 
noted for mouse AH implants (80% vs 54%, respectively). Ac- 
cordingly, a comparison of the efficacy of viable rat heterografts 
to restore rhythmicity to complete SCN-lesioned hamsters with 
the efficacy of viable mouse heterografts to restore rhythmicity 
to such hamsters reveals the similarity between the species (17/ 
29 or 59% for rat and 9115 or 60% for mouse heterografts; see 
Figs, 3, 9). 

The surviving rat AH implants appeared generally more ro- 
bust than the mouse AH heterografts, and appeared to flourish 
in the foreign environment of the hamster CNS (Fig. 8b). They 

t 

red light throughout the 10 month experiment. On the day indicated by 
EN-X and at the time indicated by *, the SCN were bilaterally le- 
sioned. Approximately 10 weeks following SCN-X, the hamster re- 
ceived a fetal mouse AH transplant (7’). Circadian rhythmicity reemer- 
ges 3-4 weeks later and persists to the termination of the experiment. 
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Figure 5. Wheel-running activity record for a hamster bearing a 
mouse AH heterograft. SCN-X indicates day of SCN lesioning. T indi- 
cates day of fetal mouse AH transplantation. 

demonstrated less necrosis than mouse AH implants, were more 
fully vascularized, and were consistently much larger, sometimes 
filling the entire third ventricle (Fig. 13). Indeed, prior to im- 
munocytochemical analysis, several rat heterografts were distin- 
guishable from homografts only by virtue of their size, dwarfing 
the homografts in comparison. lmmunocytochemical staining 
with the anti-neurofilament antibody (RM0108) revealed exten- 
sive outgrowth of donor neuronal fibers into the host brain. Do- 
nor fibers were often observed at distances of up to 3 mm from 
the boundary of the implant. They frequently extended dorsally 
from the implant, coursing around the anterior commissure to 
its dorsal aspect and into the region of the bed nucleus of the 
stria terminalis. An example of such a pattern of outgrowth is 
provided in Figure 14. In many cases, the outgrowth from the 
implant projected primarily in a dorsolateral direction, and in all 
cases the graft/host integration diminished gradually with dis- 
tance from the implant. The composite examination of the rat 
AH heterografts yielded no obvious differences between the rat 

Figure 6. A three-dimensional display of a x2 periodogram analysis 
ofthe wheel-running activity data of the hams&bearing-a mouse AH 
heteroaraft illustrated in Figure 5 (see Fig. 2 for further detail). Initial 
circadkn rhythmicity (7 z-24.1 hr) was vdisrupted following SCN de- 
struction. A restored circadian rhythm with a mean period of 23.6 hr is 
again evident following mouse AH transplantation. 

heterografts that restored circadian rhythmicity and those that 
did not, either in the extent of implant integration with the host 
or in the pattern of fiber outgrowth into the host. 

Discussion 
To identify the SCN as a circadian pacemaker through the use 
of neural transplantation techniques, a primary characteristic of 
circadian behavior such as period must unequivocally accom- 
pany the transplanted tissue (Page, 1982; Sollars and Pickard, 
1994). The AH heterograft experiments presented in this study 
were conducted in an attempt to transfer the species-typical cir- 
cadian period of wheel-running behavior along with the implant- 
ed tissue. AH homograft experiments, although inevitably una- 
ble to address the fundamental question of whether the SCN 
functions as an autonomous mammalian circadian pacemaker, 
were useful in the present study to provide baseline information 
against which the heterograft experiments could be assessed. 
The SCN-lesioning and fetal AH implantation procedures em- 
ployed in the present experiment yielded a successful restoration 
of rhythmicity in the majority (83%) of the SCNx animals with 
AH homografts. Furthermore, the period of the restored rhythm 
following AH homograft implantation was not significantly dif- 
ferent from the circadian period expressed by intact controls 
(24.01 hr vs 24.07 hr), in agreement with the findings of the 
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Figare 7. Dark-field photomicrograph of a coronal section through the anterior hypothalamus of a hamster with bilateral ablation of the SCN. 
Immunocytochemical staining with the mouse-specific M-6 monoclonal antibody demonstrates the presence of a mouse neuronal implant in the 
third ventricle of the host and the diffuse emanation of processes from the implant into the host periventricular zone. Additionally, discrete fascicles 
of mouse axonal processes (arrowheads) can be seen coursing ventrolaterally into the host hypothalamus. oc, optic chiasm. Scale bar, 250 urn. 



Figure 9. Summary of rat AH heterografts. Sixty-seven SCN-lesioned 
hamsters received fetal rat AH implants and 34 of these implanted an- 
imals were determined to have complete SCN ablation (SCN-). Twen- 
ty-nine of these animals maintained a viable rat heterograft until the 
termination of the experiment and 17 of these animals demonstrated 
restoration of circadian rhythmicity. 

earlier hamster homograft reports of Lehman et al. (1987) and 
DeCoursey and Buggy (1988). 

In the present study, both mouse and rat AH heterografts were 
shown to be capable of restoring circadian rhythmicity to the 
majority of the SCNx hosts; 60% (26/44) of viable heterograft 
implants restored circadian rhythmicity. However, analysis of the 
circadian periods restored by the heterografts did not directly 
support the hypothesis that the implants contained a pacemaker 
solely responsible for generating the species-typical periods of 
each of the species used. Furthermore, because the restored pe- 
riods were “species-typical” for only two of the three donor/ 
host combinations (i.e., hamster homografts and mouse-to-ham- 
ster heterografts), the results do not provide evidence of a con- 
sistent mechanism of period determination between these three 
species. It should be noted, however, that while the hamster ho- 
mografts and mouse heterografts restored circadian rhythmicity 
with a T similar to that of the intact donor species, the rat-to- 
hamster heterografts imparted a period that was typical of nei- 
ther the donor nor the host, but was not significantly different 
from the period expressed by the mouse heterografts. 

There are several divergent interpretations of the differences 
between the restored periods described in this study. On one 
hand, based upon the observed data, it may be proposed that the 
generation of species-typical T is, indeed, a property of the SCN 
of the hamster and the mouse, but is not a property of the iso- 
lated (transplanted) SCN of the rat. On the other hand, it may 
just as well be proposed that the generation of species-typical r 
is not an inherent property of the SCN at all. For clarity, we will 
briefly discuss these two categories of interpretation under sep- 
arate headings. 

Species-typical r is a property of the SCN in some species 

This first proposition states that the generation of species-typical 
r is a fundamental property of an oscillator located within the 
AH grafts donated by the hamster and the mouse, but not those 
of the rat. However, this is not an unequivocal assertion that 
under normal conditions (i.e., in the intact animal) the rat ~~~~~~~~ 
is not a fundamental property of the SCN. The general (but not 
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universal) failure of the rat AH implant to restore the donor- 
typical rspecles in transplantation paradigms may just as likely be 
due to a particular susceptibility of the rat SCN to damage or 
developmental disruption when subjected to the transplantation 
procedures. 

However, at least one important caveat applies to this sug- 
gestion. The failure of the rat oscillator is not likely to be due 
to a general susceptibility to damage from the transplantation 
procedure. Such damage would have to be a widely variable 
factor, varying to some degree among individual implants within 
a given experiment, but also varying substantially among the 
numerous laboratories that have reported restoration of circadian 
rhythmicity following rat AH transplantation. Nevertheless, 
there has been remarkable consistency among the various reports 
of the periods restored by these implants (Sawaki et al., 1984; 
Kawamura and Nihonmatsu, 1985; Boer and Griffioen, 1990; 
Saitoh et al., 1990; Griffioen et al., 1993). Moreover, Saitoh and 
colleagues (1991), in an investigation of whether nocturnality or 
diurnality is conveyed through AH grafts, have reported that 
three of four rat heterografts in their rat-to-chipmunk model also 
expressed restored periods < 24 hr. In general, only a small 
percentage of the grafts within a given experiment have restored 
a “rat-typical” period in the range of 24.3 hr, while the rest 
have restored periods noticeably shorter than 24 hr. The consis- 
tency among the “atypical” periods is striking, suggesting that 
the lability of the oscillator would have to be a specific suscep- 
tibility (perhaps of a particular subset of cells within the oscil- 
lator) that results in the expression of a second preferred period 
in the range of 23.5 hr. 

A second potential source of failure of the rat AH implant to 
restore species-typical rhythmicity might be a developmental 
time course for the establishment of r,pec,e, in the rat lagging 
behind that of the mouse and hamster, or an arrest of develop- 
ment of the rat oscillator by the transplantation procedure. How- 
ever, at least two points limit the strength of this suggestion. 
First, although the SCN of the rat has been demonstrated to have 
an oscillatory capacity by embryonic day 19 (Reppert and 
Schwartz, 1984), there is no evidence that varying the donor age 
between embryonic day 15 and postnatal day 2 has any length- 
ening effect on the restored period. Moreover, studies of the 
morphological development of the SCN within AH grafts have 
demonstrated an altered rate of development following trans- 
plantation procedures (Roberts et al., 1987; Boer and Griffioen, 
1990; Griffioen et al., 1993), but have not suggested that devel- 
opment of the SCN is arrested at the point of transplantation, 
nor that it is slowed sufficiently to disrupt periodicity that emerg- 
es 4-6 weeks postimplantation. 

Nevertheless, keeping these various caveats in mind, the com- 
bined AH transplantation data also support the suggestion that 
the differing efficacies of the AH grafts may be due to essential 
differences between the oscillatory mechanisms of the three ro- 
dent species used in these studies. Accordingly, while species- 
typical r may be a centralized property of both the hamster and 
mouse SCN, it may be suggested that the circadian pacemaker 
of the rat, responsible for generating its rspecles, is a more distrib- 

t 

Figure 8. Dark-field photomicrographs of the hypothalamus of hamsters bearing AH heteroarafts immunocvtochemicallv stained with the RMOl08 
monoclonal antibody. a, Illustrates an immunostained mouse implant situated in the third ventricle of the host and several mouse neuronal processes 
coursing through the hamster hypothalamus (arrows). b, Illustrates the robust neuronal outgrowth typically observed from a rat AH implant (only 
part of which is represented in this photomicrograph by the *). Rat AH heterografts were larger, more fully vascularized and more extensively 
integrated with the hamster hypothalamus than were mouse AH heterografts. 
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Figure IO. Wheel-running activity records for two hamsters (a and b) bearing rat AH heterografts. SCN-X indicates day of SCN lesioning. T 
indicates day of fetal rat AH transplantation. The restoration of circadian wheel-running activity is clearly evident in both animals. 

uted system. In further support of this suggestion, there is a 
variety of behavioral, anatomical, and physiological data indi- 
cating clear species differences between the circadian systems 
of the hamster and the rat (Rosenwasser, 1988). 

Species-typical T is not a property of the SCN 

The second line of interpretation is in direct opposition to the 
first. It states that the generation of species-typical r may not be 
a fundamental property of the SCN at all. On the contrary, the 
restored period of approximately 23.5 hr may be a “heterograft- 
typical” period determined by a remnant circadian pacemaker 
component in the SCN-lesioned hamster host, interacting differ- 
ently with a heterograft AH implant than with an AH homograft. 
Since the SCN has long been known to be an oscillatory com- 
ponent of the circadian pacemaking system (see Turek, 1985), 
this, in turn, suggests that the endogenous hamster circadian 
pacemaker consists of a coupled multioscillatory system with at 

least one extra-SCN oscillator coupled to the component in the 
SCN. 

This interpretation relies upon the notion that the SCN is a 
crucial link to the overt expression of circadian rhythmicity in 
the animal, and that AH heterografts somehow enable the pref- 
erential expression of the oscillator(s) normally muted by SCN 
ablation. There are several mechanisms by which this prefer- 
ential expression of the extra-SCN oscillator(s) might occur. 
First, given the evidence that adult neurons are capable of sur- 
viving the loss of target neurons for as long as 120 d (Sofroniew 
et al., 1990) it may be that trophic interactions generated by the 
implant are restoring (or even imparting) a functional capacity 
for circadian rhythm generation to the extra- SCN oscillator that 
is normally coupled to the SCN. While this explanation does not 
necessarily depend upon the functional oscillatory capacity with- 
in the implant, both the observations that (1) implanted preoptic 
area tissue, lacking the SCN, is incapable of restoring rhythm- 
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Figure II. A three-dimensional display of a X2 periodogram analysis 
of the wheel-running activity data of the hamster bearing a rat AH 
heterograft illustrated in Figure lOa (see Fig. 2 for further detail). Initial 
circadian rhythmicity (T = 24.0 hr) was disrupted following SCN de- 
struction. A restored circadian rhythm with a mean T of 23.66 hr is 
again evident following heterograft transplantation. 

icity and (2) the SCN is a necessary but not sufficient element 
of functional homografts (Aguilar-Roblero et al., 1988; Boer and 
Griffioen, 1990) indicate that the posited trophic factors are most 
likely a specific function of the SCN. However, it would also be 
assumed that such factor(s) are less efficient in the heterograft 
preparation than in hamster AH homografts. 

Alternatively, there may be a direct neural recoupling between 
the (SCN) oscillator within each successful AH graft and the 
extra-SCN component in the host. In this case, homografts 
would be fully effective in recoupling to the extra-SCN oscil- 
lator, and, in effect, would replicate the condition of the intact 
hamster. Heterografts, on the other hand, would couple inade- 
quately or inappropriately, resulting in the expression of the pre- 
ferred period of the hamster extra-SCN oscillator. Interestingly, 
the restored periods observed in both heterograft experiments 
are also commonly observed in hamsters bearing a partially 
ablated SCN (- 23.60 hr; Pickard and Turek, 1985), and, thus, 
this period might be common to all “impaired” conditions of 
the hamster circadian system. 

Support for the possibility of a neural recoupling of the im- 
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Figure 12. Wheel-running activity record of a hamster bearing a rat 
AH heterograft. SCN-X indicates day of SCN lesioning. T indicates day 
of fetal rat AH transplantation. The restoration of circadian wheel-run- 
ning activity is clearly evident following AH transplantation although 
the restored period in this animal was exceptional in being rat typical 
(T = 24.24 hr). 

Table 1. Summary of the 7DD of intact control animals and 7 of 
restored circadian rhythm following anterior hypothalamic 
homografts and heterografts (hamster host in all cases) 

Intact controls Fetal AH implant 
rDD (W 7 of restored rhythm 

Hamster 24.07 t O.Ola 24.01 t 0.06b 
(n = 11) (n =lO) 

Mouse 23.43 f  0.02 23.47 t- O.OW 
(n = 23) (n = 9) 

Rat 24.34 k 0.04 23.60 k 0.07/ 
(n = 12) (n = 17) 

For details of statistical analysis see text. c( vs b = not significantly different. = 
vs d = not significantly different. e vs f = p < 0.005. b “S f  = p < 0.02. d “S f  
= not significantly different. b vs d = p < 0.002. 
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Figure 13. Dark-field photomicrograph illustrating a typical well-vascularized rat AH implant filling the entire third ventricle of the hamster . host. 
The rat implant and many neuronal processes that have grown out from the implant (at a level rostra1 to this photomicrograph) have been 
immune xytochemically labeled with the RMO108 monoclonal antibody and are clearly evident in the host hypothalamus. nc, anterior commi I\hure. 

Figure 14. Dark-field photomicrograph illustrating neuronal processes labeled immunocytochemically with RMOlOX. emanating from a r; 
implant situated in the third ventricle of a hamster. Several labeled fibers can be followed leaving the graft dorsally and upon reaching the \ 
surface of the anterior commissure (nc) turning laterally to continue along its ventral surface. Many of these fibers extended around the I 
aspect r I f  the anterior commissure and were followed into the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis. 
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planted oscillator with a host extra-SCN oscillator may be found 
in the demonstration of extensive fiber outgrowth from the im- 
plant into the host hypothalamus, preoptic area, and septal re- 
gion. However, the extensive implant fiber outgrowth into the 
surrounding hypothalamus noted in this AH heterograft study 
contrasts with the rather limited neuronal fiber outgrowth re- 
ported in AH homograft studies (Lehman et al., 1987; Canbeyli 
et al., 1991). The difference between these studies is most likely 
explained by the fact that all heterograft neuronal processes orig- 
inating from the implant are revealed by the use of species- 
specific antibodies. In the homograft studies, only a fraction of 
the implant is labeled when antibodies to SCN peptides are used 
for tracing or when anterograde neuronal tracers are placed on 
or injected into the graft (Sollars and Pickard, 1994). Neverthe- 
less, the possibility that fiber outgrowth from neural heterografts 
might be generally more extensive than fiber outgrowth from 
neural homografts cannot as yet be completely eliminated. 

Although the idea that r is not solely a function of the SCN 
is consistent with the data obtained in the current series of ex- 
periments, it stands in apparent contrast to the hamster allograft 
study by Ralph et al. (1990), in which transplantations using the 
7 mutant hamster demonstrated that the restored period was sin- 
gularly determined by the genotype of the donor. The authors 
interpreted this result as an indication “that either the SCN is 
essentially autonomous in determining the primary characteris- 
tics of rhythmicity in hamsters or that the host brain fails to 
make the connections with the tissue graft that are required for 
the brain to influence this period” (Ralph et al., 1990). However, 
while their result clearly demonstrates that the SCN plays an 
active role in’the generation of circadian rhythmicity, and un- 
equivocally demonstrates that the SCN is the only component 
of the hamster’s circadian system that has been altered by the 
tuu mutation, it leaves unaddressed the possibility that an extra- 
SCN oscillator is a fundamental component in the determination 
of the species-typical r of the hamster. 

The counterargument proceeds as follows. If, for example, the 
extra-SCN component of the hamster circadian pacemaker gen- 
erates a period of approximately 23.5 hr (to be consistent with 
the suggestion raised by the current heterograft results), the role 
of the hamster SCN may be a fine-tuning of that period en route 

to its overt expression. Accordingly, a normal hamster SCN 
tunes it slightly upward to 24 hr, whereas a heterozygote tau 

mutated SCN modifies it downward to 22 hr and a homozygote 
tuu mutated SCN drives it further down to 20 hr. Clearly, if the 
tuu mutation has altered only the circadian component resident 
in the SCN (as shown in allograft experiments), then the geno- 
type of the SCN-ablated host becomes irrelevant. Both the nor- 
mal SCNx hamster and the tuu mutant SCNx hamster retain an 
unmutated extra-SCN oscillator with a period (in this example) 
of 23.5 hr, and are indistinguishable from one another as hosts 
in the allograft transplantation experiments. Thus, analogous to 
the cockroach optic lobe transplantation experiment (Page, 
1982), apparent determination of the period by the implant is 
necessary, but does not provide sufficient evidence for an au- 
tonomous or even hierarchically predominant pacemaker within 
the transplanted locus. However, the significant modification of 
the period in the homozygous 7 mutant SCN may provide a 
valuable tool for further examination of the coupling between 
this oscillator and others in the hamster, whether those extra- 
SCN oscillators are subordinate or commensurate. 

In summary, the current study has firmly established the ca- 
pacity of AH heterografts to restore circadian rhythmicity to 

SCN-lesioned hosts, and has provided an evaluation of the donor 
fiber outgrowth into the host hypothalamus, which has so far 
been restricted in the AH homograft and allograft preparations. 
The inability to demonstrate fiber outgrowth in homografts has 
prompted the suggestion by some that the grafts communicate 
with the host via a diffusible substance (Lehman et al., 1987). 
The extent of fiber outgrowth noted in the present study is suf- 
ficiently robust and sustained to strengthen the possibility that 
the observed restoration of locomotor rhythmicity is a conse- 
quence of neuronal donor/host integration, consistent with the 
time course of graft fiber outgrowth, which precedes the time 
course of behavioral restoration (Sollars and Pickard, 1993). Al- 
though the observed graft/host integration favors a synaptic 
mode underlying the restored behavior, it does not eliminate the 
possibility of humoral communication. 

Finally, the two general (albeit diametrically opposed) inter- 
pretations of the behavioral data provide models for which a 
number of experimental tests can be devised. A critical deter- 
minant will be the capacity of the hamster AH graft to generate 
a hamster-typical period in a heterograft preparation. Addition- 
ally, a more systematic analysis of rat AH implants, comparing 
grafts that restore periods of < 24 hr to those that successfully 
restore a more rat-typical period of 24.3 hr, may provide insight 
into the possibility that the rat circadian system has a different 
hierarchical organization than that of the hamster or mouse. A 
clarification of this issue will have especially broad ramifica- 
tions, considering the variety of anatomical differences already 
apparent between the hamster and rat suprachiasmatic nuclei and 
retinohypothalamic projections (Pickard and Silverman, 198 1; 
Card and Moore, 1984; van den Pol and Tsujimoto, 1985; Lev- 
ine et al., 1991) and the burgeoning generation of mouse models 
of circadian rhythmicity as an avenue to the molecular analysis 
of mammalian circadian rhythmicity (Pickard et al., 1994; Tak- 
ahashi et al., 1994; Vitaterna et al., 1994). Thus, the combined 
AH heterograft results may be most valuable in pointing the way 
for further investigations to determine the autonomous function 
of the suprachiasmatic nucleus and the complete locus of the 
mammalian biological clock. 
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